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Colon cancer survivor who all opted out of chemotherapy after medical operation supplies the
toxin-free diet, lifestyle, and therapy guidelines he used to help himself heal. He had surgery to
eliminate a golf ball-sized tumor and a third of his colon.Two days before Xmas and at 26 years
old, Chris Wark was diagnosed with stage 3 cancer of the colon. But after surgery, instead of the
traditional chemotherapy, Wark made a decision to radically modify his lifestyle to be able to
promote health insurance and healing in his body. Dually packed with an emotional punch and
extensive healing solutions, Chris Defeat Malignancy will inspire and guide you on your own trip
toward wellness. These strategies consist of adopting the Defeat Cancer Mindset; radical
lifestyle changes; and mental, emotional, and spiritual healing, and also advanced integrative
therapies. In Chris Beat Cancers, Wark describes his curing trip, exposes the corruption and
ineffectiveness of the medical and cancers industries, and shares the strategies that he and
many others have used to heal cancer.
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Chris' tale starts the book, and it's humble, comprehensive, and compassionate. His research,
knowledge and transparency are a blessing to folks searching to heal their lives from cancers.
Then I discovered Chris!Whether you have been touched by tumor, want to avoid cancer, or have
a loved one who has been affected by cancer, you will need to read this reserve. I came across
Chris three months later on and began a altered form of his program because I wouldn't give up
all my favorites but now I am completely on the Square One with Chris. Among the best stuff is
that he explains why there's such a divide between traditional medicine and nutritional sources.
He is the most giving young man I understand and he devotes his lifestyle to save others. You're
thin so just drink lots of milkshakes and do not lose fat!" Milkshakes. That was her
assistance.Chris changed my whole perspective on meals. I'm juicing and feeding on close to his
prescribed menu--and the cancer tumor has shrunk significantly. My doctor thinks with regards
to managing the cancer for quite some time (no talk at all of healing), but due to Chris, I now
hope to heal completely. Get the book--but make sure to watch a few of his video interviews on
YouTube as well. Hearing the testimonies of a lot of people who have healed through nutrition
alone is powerful, and you will become familiar with Chris even better. He's balanced,
reasonable, sensible but humble. He has spent the years since his own diagnosis researching the
research behind healing through nutrition. He's cancer free of charge after 15 years of following
his own guidance. That is the best rec of most, right? Thank you, Chris, for EVERYTHING! Don't
believe everything your physician might tell you! I started scanning this book last night, and had
trouble putting it down. That is real-lifestyle stuff, people! Since that time, Chris changed my
life. Everyone should have this book in their home, it has invaluable details to keep yourself and
your loved ones healthy, blessed, and well. She fought each time just like a trooper, but by
enough time her body have been cut, poisoned, and burned by the doctors "in the know", the
4th time she first got it, she didn't possess much fight remaining in her body. How I wish I
experienced known then what I know now! I might still have a lovely woman to attend the
wedding ceremonies of her grandchildren. Run don’t walk and get this book I have followed
Chris for several years via his website, same name as his book..Please read this publication (or
get the video clips) and do not assume that chemo and radiation will be the only answers. Chris
Wark has made his tragedy a learning encounter that will save a large number of lives! I have
read dozens of books on malignancy, as a 25-yr researcher and presenter in the subject. That
one really took me by surprise, because I didn't think I'd find out anything new--but I did!The
BEST source for info on nutritional healing I was diagnosed with 4th stage lung cancer a year
ago. You will be deeply moved, and also have a feeling of a clear path to recovery, even if you
want to avoid the toxic protocols (chemo/radiation) of the oncology sector. A close family
member of mine did exactly the entire protocol Chris outlines, and resided another 20 years
(instead of the less-than-a-year death pronouncement her oncologist offered her). These
nutritional, supplemental, and emotional/spiritual healing methods Function, and Chris Wark
provides produced his tragedy a learning knowledge that will save a large number of lives.
Essential read book. Faith-Centered & Backed by Research! I love this book! Great Info Love this
book! I started watching his videos and finally joined up with his Square One system to get even
more direction. Not only can be Chris Wark’s story authentically powerful and spiritually
inspiring, he did an excellent job presenting the scientific evidence, breaking down natural
cancer remedies for people within an easy-to-follow way. This is a must-read for everyone! I'm
simply shy of 7 yrs. I began going for a targeted medicine (some sort of chemo in a daily pill)
from my oncologist but also started looking for nutritional ideas. Nunca tuve cancer, ni tampoco
estoy enferma, pero el estilo de vida de Chris es la manera de balancear cada aspecto de la vida.

I believe the chemo she experienced the first time around may have triggered the successive
cancers. Fantastic publication easy read A must go through for everybody. Thank God it was
nothing. I came across him somewhat later and have been a fan ever since. His site and You Tube
survivor & professional interviews helped maintain me moving in the right direction. He's a
stage 3 survivor like me. We are both based on natural nontoxic ways to prevent recurrence.
While he has got some more years out from medical diagnosis than me; Everyone must have this
book in their home Chris Wark of Chrisbeatcancer helped my mother beat cancer in 2016, using
nourishment overdose and immensely recovery lifestyle changes. now with no recurrence. Many
thanks Chris, for helping therefore many of us and congratulations on your new book. LifeChanging and Life-Saving I have never written an assessment of a publication but this book is
both life-changing and life-saving. I was diagnosed in December of 2014 with stage 4
malignancy. We can only save ourselves and the best way to do that is take control over your
wellbeing. Now with the publication, we've it all! I loved everything about this publication! I
asked the PA at my oncologist's office if indeed they experienced any dietary advice for me and
the answer was "No. This reserve details the massive adjustments Chris made in his life after his
cancer medical diagnosis, including what foods to eat, not eat, spiritual healing and workout. My
oncologist provided me one year before I deteriorated and laughed at my intention to do things
nutritionally so I fired her. Love this book which guy! I don't know easily still have cancer
because 5 oncologists wouldn't consider me on as a patient doing it nutritionally so I gave up
trying to find one. Chris is definitely my mentor and I pray other people who read this reserve
will follow his plan.. This can be NOT that hard if you would like to live and thrive. I have already
been looking forward to this book for a lot more than 4 years since I discovered him when I
thought I had breasts cancer. I really like love love this book. It’s faith-based, backed by science
and is an excellent read. Essential read before you do treatment of any kind. I actually was
scared and uneducated on cancers, doctors and methods. Never had a want to go to doctor
much. Just diagnosed with breast tumor, had lumpectomy surgery and my chiropractor told me
to read this. More than just a tale of his success in overcoming cancer, this is a really well
researched and well crafted book that goes into so very much depth about the cancers industry.
I've never been back and right here I am almost 4 years later feeling great and loving life. I just
wanted to share that I purchased this publication twice. Desde ese momento Chris cambió mi
vida. I simply love to enjoy reading his book and following him on his YouTube channel. The
plant-structured diet may be the perfect way to maintain a balance between your health and the
environment. You won’t become disappointed in this publication. I wish I acquired found him
earlier on in my cancer battle. I watched my mom get cancer four times, every time her body
weakening from "main stream" treatment. Well written, easy to comprehend, backed by
scientific tests. As someone who has not really had to battle with cancer, Chis has also impacted
my life with his fantastic Youtube channel and beneficial interviews. Disfruto mucho leyendo su
libro y siguiendolo en su canal de YouTube. La dieta a foundation de plantas es la manera
perfecta de mantener un stability entre la salud y el medio ambiente. He esperado este libro por
los últimos 4 años desde que lo descubrí cuando pensé que tenía tumor de seno. Gracias a Dios
no fue nada. I never really had tumor, nor I'm sick, but Chris' lifestyle is the way to have quality
in every aspect of it. Inspiring book to help life threatening diseases I really enjoyed this
publication. It clarifies in God given "good sense" another way to deal cancer and other life
threatening diseases. It is that good! Inspiring and Hopeful An informative narrative of a young
man's courageous pursuit of a non-toxic all natural cure. MUST READ I hope everyone gets a
duplicate of this book and provides away copies of this book. We all have to open our eye to the

reality of Tumor. I did no medical procedures, chemo or radiation for reasons of my own. highly
recommend Although my book is in fact still on its way, I've paid attention to the excerpts and
Chris has never disappointed me. Compré este libro dos veces. Essential read. I just purchased a
case of books, because giving a copy of this important work may be the best way I can serve
someone recently diagnosed. This book today has in print what you can do by people who have
cancer that you can hand to them and they can read for themselves. No radiation for me, I am
going the Chris path, changing my diet and learning more about my choices. A publication you
will need to mark notations in and refer back again to should there be a need in your life to help
yourself or a loved one. Get more than one duplicate of this to share with others. It is also for
people that want to prevent getting life threatening diseases.
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